
Zio Ciro ovens intended for the use in Mobile Catering or Trailers. 
 
 
Due to many scenarios that can arise when using an oven for a mobile operation We 
offer a limited warranty on the structure of the oven when it is placed on/ in a vehicle. 
 
The oven must be fitted by a professional van/ trailer conversion company and must 
be installed on antivibration mounts suitable for the ovens size and weight.  
 
The ovens original 4 x feet, which are welded to the underside are only suitable for 
being used to locate into the ‘optional floor stand’ supplied by the manufacturer for 
static use, these 4 x feet must be replaced, or supported with additional steel box 
sections to provide additional support and dampened to deflect shock that may affect 
the ovens ceramic composition. 
 
Due to lateral and horizontal forces when mounting a heavy load such as the Zio 
Ciro Pizza oven, it’s very important to seek specialist advice to protect the oven from 
damages and shock which can occur when transporting your oven.  
 
Within 12 months of purchase, we will supply the parts needed to replace a dome if it 
is damaged due to vibration to an extent that the oven becomes unfit for purpose, 
but no labour will be provided or included. 
 
Zio Ciro do supply Anti Vibration feet, but these must be fitted and the existing legs 
to the oven must be replaced and welded with a suitable structure to ensure safe 
travel, the company takes no responsibility should you use the original feet designed 
for the floor stand. 
 
We will also supply instruction on how to replace the dome however the customer 
will be responsible for replacing the dome. 
The free replacement of parts is limited to once in the 12month warranty period, and 
subject to the manufacturer’s discrepancy. 
 
We can recommend a selection of specialist people to carry out these works. 
 
Ceramic expands when hot, if you transport your oven when hot, adequate attention 
must be taken to drive with care during this period. 
 
 


